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ABSTRACT

The couple between the power network and the transportation network (TN) is deepening gradually with the
increasing penetration rate of electric vehicles (EV), which also poses a great challenge to the traditional voltage
control scheme. In this paper, we propose a coordinated voltage control strategy for the active distribution networks
considering multiple types of EV. In the first stage, the action of on-load tap changer and capacitor banks, etc.,
are determined by optimal power flow calculation, and the node electricity price is also determined based on
dynamic time-of-use tariff mechanism. In the second stage, multiple operating scenarios of multiple types of EVs
such as cabs, private cars and buses are considered, and the scheduling results of each EV are solved by building
an optimization model based on constraints such as queuing theory, Floyd-Warshall algorithm and traffic flow
information. In the third stage, the output power of photovoltaic and energy storage systems is fine-tuned in the
normal control mode. The charging power of EVs is also regulated in the emergency control mode to reduce the
voltage deviation, and the amount of regulation is calculated based on the fair voltage control mode of EVs. Finally,
we test the modified IEEE 33-bus distribution system coupled with the 24-bus Beijing TN. The simulation results
show that the proposed scheme can mitigate voltage violations well.
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Nomenclature

CV Unit penalty cost for voltage deviation
Closs Unit penalty cost for line loss
CT Unit adjustment cost of OLTC
CCB Unit adjustment cost of CB
CPV Unit regulation cost of PV reactive power
CESS,P/CESS,Q Unit regulation cost of ESS active/reactive power
CH2

Unit revenue of hydrogen
Cstart/Cshut Unit start-up/shutdown cost of P2H
UUi,t The square of the voltage of bus i at time t
UUref Square of voltage reference value
IIij,t Square of current
tapt Position of OLTC tap
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cim,t Binary variables for the state of the m-th capacitor bank throwing
PPV

i,t /QPV
i,t Active/reactive power of the PV at bus i at time t

Pch
i,t/Q

ch
i,t Active/reactive charging power at bus i of the ESS at time t

Pdis
i,t /Qdis

i,t Active/reactive discharge power at bus i of the ESS at time t
yi,t/zi,t/si,t Binary variables for P2H start-up/shutdown/running status
ξ

H2
i,t Production of hydrogen

Pk,t/Qk,t Active power of line k
Rk/Xk Reactive power of line k
PSub

i,t /QSub
i,t Active/reactive power of substation

PP2H
i,t Electrolytic power of P2H at t of bus i

QCB
i,t Reactive power of CB at time t of bus i

Pload
i,t /Qload

i,t Active/reactive load at time t of bus i
PCS

i,t Active load of CS at time t of bus i
VS Slack bus voltage
tapt Tap position of OLTC at time t
Ci,max Maximum number of groups of CB operation
λCB

max Maximum number of CB actions per day
SPV

i Power capacity of the PV at bus i
αch

i,t /α
dis
i,t Binary variables describing the ESS charge and discharge

SESS
i Power capacity of the ESS at bus i

SOCt The state of charge of the ESS at time t
ηch

i /ηdis
i Charging/discharging efficiency of the ESS at bus i

LH2
Low calorific value of hydrogen

Pboot Starting power of P2H
τ Start-up delay of P2H
fk,t Auxiliary binary variables for linearized OLTC formulas
C/Q/N Auxiliary variables for linearized ESS formulas
chprj,t Charging tariff of the CS at bus j at time t
chprj,t,base Basic charging tariff of CS at bus j at t
chpr Variable unit tariff
α Parameters for regulating the ratio of basic and variable tariffs
NCS Number of CSs
Timetravel,i,j Travel time from departure point to CS j for EV i
Timewait,i,j Waiting time at CS j for EV i
Timech,i,j Charging time of EV i at CS j
Costi,j Charging cost of EV i in CS j
βi,j Binary variables describing the EV selection substation
Nj,t,arrive Number of EVs arriving at CS j at time t
Nj,t,service Number of EVs being charged at CS j at time t
λj,t EV arrival rate at time t at CS j
μj,t EV charging rate at time t at CS j
Pk,j,t Probability that the kth arriving EV is charged at CS j at time t
sj Number of charging posts in CS j
Lq,j,t Average queue length at time t in CS j
Di,j Distance from departure point to CS j for EV i
vi,j,t Average velocity of EV i from the departure point to CS j
SOCi,j,arrive Charge state of EV i on arrival at CS j
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EEV Battery capacity of EV
Pch Charging power of EV
ηEV Charging efficiency of EV
Pregu/fast Fast charging/regular charging power
SOCi,start Charge state of EV i at the time of departure
e Electricity consumption per unit distance traveled by EV
PESS

adj,j,t/PCS
adj,j,t Active power adjustment of ESS/CS

QPV
adj,j,t Reactive power adjustment of PV

SVP(i, j)/SVQ(i, j) Matrix of voltage-active and voltage-reactive sensitivity
Vm Voltage measured at the busbar
SOCEV

i,t Charge state of EV i at time t

1 Introduction

In recent years, the number of electric vehicles (EV) is increasing rapidly, due to their eco-friendly
advantages and the support of government policies in various countries [1]. According to statistics from
the Chinese Ministry of Public Security, the number of EVs in China is 10.45 million by the end of 2022,
accounting for 79.78% of the total number of new energy vehicles [2]. The penetration of distributed
generators (DG), such as photovoltaic (PV) and energy storage systems (ESS), is also increasing
rapidly [3]. According to the National Energy Administration, China’s installed solar power capacity
was about 390 million kilowatts by the end of 2022, a 28.1% year-over-year increase, much faster than
the growth of other types of power generation forms [4]. However, the uncertainties associated with
PV and EV will also poses many problems, such as voltage limit exceedance in the active distribution
network (ADN) [5,6].

On-load tap changers (OLTC) and capacitor banks (CB) are traditional voltage control devices [7].
However, these mechanical devices can only act discrete at slower rates over longer time scales, which
may be limited in solving the problem of rapid voltage violations due to rapid changes in PV power
output [8]. Based on vehicle to grid (V2G) technology, EVs can achieve fast regulation of charging and
discharging power, which is a regulating resource worthy of further study in ADN [9]. The scheduling
and control of EVs are affected by the subjective will of drivers, who tend to pay attention to costs such
as charging expenditure and journey time, which means that the driving route and charging station
(CS) selection can be assisted by information such as price mechanism and vehicle flow distribution,
so as to optimize the voltage control effect [10].

The voltage control effect can be optimized on a longer time scale through the rational scheduling
of the electric vehicle driving path. In reference [11], a charging pricing strategy was proposed that
allows the redistribution of such fast-charging loads as EV, which in turn improves the voltage
distribution in ADN. Reference [12] established an EV evaluation index system and proposed an
optimized dispatching strategy for EV cluster based on the analysis of different scenarios. In reference
[13], a two-stage strategy based on a novel coding scheme was proposed to solve the EV scheduling
problem in public transportation network (TN), and simulations of actual bus routes in Qingdao
city verify its ability to quickly generate high-quality scheduling solutions. Reference [14] designed a
mixed-variable differential evolutionary algorithm considering the dependencies between CS selection,
charging options and charging amount settings. In reference [15], EV scheduling was considered as
an optimization problem and an intelligent charging scheduling algorithm integrating Henry aerosol
optimization was proposed to minimize the total daily tariff for CS operators. In reference [16], a
dynamic pricing mechanism was proposed to flexibly guide the behavior of EVs, thereby tapping into
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their demand responsiveness and reducing voltage deviations. Reference [17] investigated the optimal
scheduling problem in a co-charging parking system that can satisfy the charging while minimizing
the total charging cost. In reference [18], a day-ahead optimal scheduling pricing scheme for electric
vehicles based on centralized and decentralized architectures was proposed to achieve the objectives
of multiple stakeholders simultaneously. Reference [19] considered the uncertain response of users and
verifies the scheduling potential of EVs in different scenarios. It can be seen that there are relatively
few studies that simultaneously consider multiple operating scenarios, traffic information and nodal
tariff mechanisms for electric vehicles.

With V2G technology, the power of EVs can be quickly adjusted to solve the problem of real-
time voltage control on short time scales [20]. A sensitivity-based energy interaction framework that
combines economic and control mechanisms was proposed in reference [21] and can enable real-time
coordinated control of electric vehicle participation in ADN. Reference [22] proposed a distributed
control algorithm, which is used to schedule the residual reactive power of CS and DG to realize real-
time voltage regulation. In reference [23], a distributed model predictive control strategy was proposed
to exploit the V2G capability of EVs and can be effectively applied in both balanced and unbalanced
ADNs. Reference [24] considered the effect of different electric vehicle loads on the voltage control
effectiveness and introduced sag controllers for reactive power scheduling. In reference [25], a multi-
intelligent deep reinforcement learning algorithm and parameter sharing framework was proposed,
which can solve the active-reactive coordination control problem of electric vehicles. Reference [26]
proposed a model predictive voltage control method that can effectively compensate for the changing
values of EV charging load and PV power and reduce the voltage fluctuations at charging stations. In
reference [27], a hierarchical control framework was constructed to solve the voltage problem, where
the charging station in the second layer calculates optimal drop control in real time to quickly mitigate
local voltage violations. The above studies tend to focus on the scheduling control of electric vehicles,
ignoring its coordination with other equipment.

As seen in the above studies, the existing literature pays little attention to the interplay of multiple
operating scenarios of EVs, dynamic time-of-use (TOU) tariff mechanisms and the simultaneous
existence of queue charging, which may result in a large deviation of the scheduling results from the
actual situation [28]. On the other hand, most studies do not pay much attention to the coordinated
control of EVs with other devices, which may result in voltage control effects that are not optimal. The
main contributions of this paper compared to the existing literature can be summarized as follows:

1. We propose a three-layer framework. The first layer obtains long-term scheduling results for
OLTCs, CBs, and other devices, and determines the charging price for each CS based on a
dynamic TOU tariff mechanism. The second layer schedules EV charging behavior based on
queuing theory and Floyd-Warshall algorithm, etc. In the third layer, the coordinated control
of EVs, PVs, etc., is performed at the minute level.

2. A scheduling model considering different operation scenarios of different types of EVs is
established based on queuing theory and Floyd-Warshall algorithm, etc., and EVs are further
guided to participate in voltage control through node electricity price, an electricity market
factor.

3. Considering the coordinated control of EVs and PV and ESS, etc., real-time control is divided
into two modes. In the normal control, the power of PV and ESS is fine-tuned to reduce the
voltage deviation. In the emergency control, the EV is coupled through the CS and thus is also
considered for voltage control.
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The rest of this article is organized as follows. The proposed voltage control framework is
presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the mathematical expression of the proposed control model is
introduced in detail. Section 4 is the case simulation and related results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of the Proposed Voltage Control Framework

Focusing on the core research point of coordinated voltage control in distribution networks
considering multiple types of electric vehicles, this paper establishes a three-stage control framework
as shown in Fig. 1. In the first stage, the action results of the slow-acting regulator are solved over long
time scales based on the predicted data of PV, ESS and CS, while the node tariff is determined based
on the dynamic TOU tariff mechanism considering the impact of each node voltage. Note that the
day-ahead optimization is executed once before the day and scheduling results are updated in hourly
resolution. In the second stage of EV scheduling model, this paper simulates the CS and routing
selection for multiple types of EVs under multiple scenarios of operation based on queuing theory,
Floyd-Warshall algorithm and traffic flow. Note that the EV scheduling results are updated every
15 min. The third layer is divided into two modes. In the normal control mode the output power of
PV and ESS is fine-tuned, and in the emergency control mode the EV is introduced to participate in
voltage control in cooperation with other regulation devices. Note that the real-time scheduling results
are updated once a minute.

...�t = 1h

Day-ahead Intra-day

...�t = 15min
Before

departure

...�t = 1minStage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Stage 1:Day-ahead Optimization Stage 2: EV dispatch model Stage 3: Real-time voltage control

PV, load and CS
data forecast

OPF

Scheduling results of OLTC,CB, etc

Dynamic TOU tariff mechanism

Queuing theory

Floyd-Warshall
algorithm

Traffic flow

Determining
scheduling
results in
multiple

scenarios with
multiple types

of EV

Normal control
mode

Emergency
control mode

Fine-tune PV
and ESS output

power

Coordinated
control of PV,
ESS and EV

Scheduling results of
OLTC, CB, etc

Scheduling results of
EV

Figure 1: Simple queuing system model

Fig. 1 also reflects the coordination mechanisms for each stage. The results of actions such as
OLTC and CB obtained in the first stage are sent to the second and third stages, while the node tariffs
calculated based on the dynamic time-sharing tariff mechanism are also sent to the second stage. In
the second stage, based on the nodal tariffs in the first stage, the EV scheduling results are updated
every 15 min and sent to the third stage. Based on the OLTC and CB action results of the first stage
and the EV scheduling results of the second stage, the third stage carries out real-time voltage control.
Note that actually the third stage also feeds charging information to the second stage every 15 min.

3 Mathematical Formulation of Control Model

In this article, the proposed control model can be expressed as a mathematical formulation of
three stages, which are related as follows.
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3.1 Day-Ahead Optimal Centralized Control
3.1.1 Objective Functions and Constraints

Centralized control takes into consideration both voltage control effects, network losses and
equipment regulation costs, and can be expressed as,

min
∑
t∈T

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

CV

N∑
i=1

∣∣UUi,t − UUref

∣∣ + Closs

∑
ij∈�L

IIij,tRij + CT |tapt+1 − tapt| + CCB

∑
i

∑
m

∣∣cim,t+1 − cim,t

∣∣
+CPV

∑
i∈PV

∣∣QPV
i,t

∣∣ + CESS,P

∑
i∈ESS

∣∣Pch
i,t + Pdis

i,t

∣∣ + CESS,Q

∑
i∈ESS

∣∣Qch
i,t + Qdis

i,t

∣∣
+ ∑

i∈P2H

(
Cstartyi,t + Cshutzi,t

) − CH2

∑
i∈P2H

ξ
H2
i,t

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(1)

As you can see, the objective of this paper is a multi-objective function in which the voltage
deviation penalty cost and the regulation cost of each device are mainly considered. The following
are the constraints for centralized optimization:∑
k(i, : )∈�L

Pk,t −
∑

k( : ,i)∈�L

(
Pk,t − IIk,tRk

) = PSub
i,t + PPV

i,t + Pdis
i,t − Pch

i,t − PP2H
i,t − Pload

i,t − PCS
i,t (2)

∑
k(i, : )∈�L

Qk,t −
∑

k( : ,i)∈�L

(
Qk,t − IIk,tXk

) = QSub
i,t + QPV

i,t + Qdis
i,t − Qch

i,t + QCB
i,t − Qload

i,t (3)

UUj,t = UUi,t − 2
(
Pk,tRk + Qk,tXk

) + IIk,t

(
R2

k + X 2
k

)
, ∀k (i, j) ∈ �L (4)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2Pk,t

2Qk,t

IIk,t − UUi,t

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤ IIk,t + UUi,t, ∀k (i, j) ∈ �L (5)

UU1,t = (VS + tapt • 	VT)
2 (6)

U 2
min ≤ UUi,t ≤ U 2

max (7)

Based on the DistFlow model after the second-order cone [29] relaxation, the power flow model
is shown in Eqs. (2)–(5). Eqs. (2)–(4) represent the active power flow, reactive power flow and voltage
relations in the power system, respectively. Eq. (5) is the convex relaxation of the power flow equation
constraint. Eq. (6) gives the calculation formula of the voltage at node 1. Eq. (7) is the safety constraint
for voltage.

QCB
i,t =

∑
m

cim,tQCB
i,step (8)

0 ≤
∑

m

cim,t ≤ Cmax
i (9)

∑
t

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

m

cim,t+1 −
∑

m

cim,t

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ λCB
max (10)

−
√(

SPV
i

)2 − (
PPV

i,t

)2 ≤ QPV
i,t ≤

√(
SPV

i

)2 − (
PPV

i,t

)2
(11)
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Eq. (8) gives the calculation of CB reactive power output, while Eqs. (9) and (10) specify the upper
and lower limits for the number of CB operation groups and the maximum number of adjustments
per day, respectively. Eq. (11) ensures that the reactive power of the PV cannot exceed the inverter
capacity limit. ESS is involved in voltage regulation auxiliary services [30], while the reactive power of
ESS should be utilized as an inexpensive by-product. The model of ESS can be described as,

0 ≤ Pch
i,t ≤ αch

i,t P
ch
max (12)

0 ≤ Pdis
i,t ≤ αdis

i,t Pdis
max (13)

αch
i,t + αdis

i,t ≤ 1 (14)

(
Pch

i,t

)2 + (
Qch

i,t

)2 ≤ (
SESS

i

)2
(15)

(
Pdis

i,t

)2 + (
Qdis

i,t

)2 ≤ (
SESS

i

)2
(16)

Qdis
i,t ≥ −SESS

i (17)

SOCt = SOCt−1 + ηch
i Pch

i,t	t/EESS − ((
Pdis

i,t /η
dis
i

)
	t

)
/EESS (18)

SOCmin ≤ SOCt ≤ SOCmax (19)

where Eqs. (12)–(14) give safety constraints on the charging and discharging power and ensure
that charging and discharging cannot be performed simultaneously. Eqs. (15)–(17) indicate that the
charging and discharging power must be within the inverter power capacity. Eq. (18) is the state of
charge (SOC) formula for ESS, while Eq. (19) specifies the maximum and minimum values of SOC.
Power to hydrogen (P2H) is a new type of load to cope with fluctuations in the output of new energy
generation and reduce wind and light abandonment [31]. P2H produces hydrogen by electrolysis of
water and generates some heat. The hydrogen can be stored in storage tanks for industrial production
and fuel cars, etc. The heat can be used to supply heat loads, and a simplified schematic of its working
principle is shown in Fig. 2. Existing studies tend to oversimplify the hydrogen production process of
P2H to a conversion equation containing coefficients, however, this is hardly sufficient for the actual
production of P2H. The P2H model in this paper is described as,

yi,t−τ − zi,t = si,t − si,t−1 (20)

yi,t <= 1 − si,t−1 (21)

zi,t <= si,t−1 (22)

si,0 = si,T (23)

T∑
t=1

zi,t <= Zmax (24)

T∑
t=1

yi,t <= Ymax (25)
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ξ
H2
i,t = si,t

ηP2HPP2H
i,t 	t

3.6LH2

(26)

si,tPP2H
min +

τ−1∑
τ=0

yi,t−τ Pboot ≤ PP2H
i,t ≤ si,tPP2H

max +
τ−1∑
τ=0

yi,t−τ Pboot (27)

∣∣PP2H
i,t − PP2H

i,t−1

∣∣ ≤ si,t	PP2H
max + (

1 − si,t

)
PP2H

max (28)

where Eqs. (20)–(25) describe the relationship between the start-up action, shutdown action and
switching status of P2H, and limit the maximum number of start-ups and shutdowns per day. Note
that the most mature and widely used alkaline electrolyzer, which has a 1-h start-up delay, is selected
as the object of study in this paper. Eq. (26) is the formula for hydrogen production, while Eqs. (27)
and (28) provide the maximum and minimum values for the electrolytic power of P2H.

ADN

AC/DC

Alkaline Electrolyzer

Heat exchanger

2H O

2O

Pump

2
,
P H

i tP

,
loss

i tP
,
Hex

i tP

2H

storage rank2H

2
,
H

i tP

,
Heat

i tP

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the working principle of P2H

It can be observed that Eqs. (6), (15) and (16) contain squared terms of the variables, which leads
to the fact that the above problem is not directly solvable. Eq. (6) is transformed into solvable linear
formulas by introducing binary variables [32].⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

tapt =
2tapmax∑

k=0

(k − tapmax) fk,t

2tapmax∑
k=0

fk,t = 1

UU1,t =
2tapmax∑

k=0

[
(VS + (k − tapmax) 	V)

2 fk,t

]
(29)

Based on the circular interior polygon approach [33], Eqs. (15) and (16) can be reformulated as,

CPch
i,t + QQch

i,t + NSESS
i ≤ 0 (30)

CPdis
i,t + QQdis

i,t + NSESS
i ≤ 0 (31)

where C, Q and N are introduced as auxiliary variables. In order to ensure that the effect before and
after the conversion is closer, this paper selects the 36-sided shape inside the circle, when C = 0.1684,
Q = 0.0451 and N = −0.1736.
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The optimization model is reconstructed as shown in (32) and (33), which is a mixed-integer
second-order conic programming (MISOCP) model that can be solved quickly and efficiently using
the gurobi solver [34].

min (1) (32)

s.t.(2) − (5), (7) − (14), (17) − (31) (33)

3.1.2 Dynamic Time-of-Use Tariff Mechanism

The charging choice of EV users is influenced by the charging price. If a traditional static TOU
tariff mechanism is adopted, the concentrated behavior of a great number of EVs may lead to new
peaks and valleys in system load and result in queuing for EV charging. This paper proposes a dynamic
TOU tariff mechanism that can dynamically adapt the charging price of CS according to the voltage
level of the coupling nodes, thus reducing the voltage deviation.

chprj,t = (1 − α) chprj,t,base + α
(
Vref − Vj,t

)
chpr (34)

It can be seen from Eq. (34) that the TOU tariff consists of two components, i.e., a fixed
component and a variable component. The fixed component is determined by the cost of generation,
transmission and distribution, subsidies for EV participation in orderly charging, battery losses, and
other factors. The variable component is driven by the voltage at the coupling node, and the higher
the voltage, the lower the tariff to direct EV charging and thus lower the voltage. The weights of the
fixed and variable components are adjusted by α.

3.2 EV Dispatch Model
The rapid increase of different types of electric vehicles brings new opportunities and challenges

to the distribution network voltage control, so the dispatch of electric vehicles is the core innovation
point of the research in this paper.

3.2.1 Multiple Operating Scenarios for Multiple Types of EVs

Different types of EV users will consider different factors when making CS choices, while the
most concerned factors include charging cost, charging time and waiting time, etc. Therefore, this
paper considers the following five different operating scenarios for different types of EVs.

1) Scenario 1: A taxi in the normal working situation. In this scenario, the driver will assign the
highest priority to the time cost, i.e., pursue the minimize total time costs, including travel time, waiting
time and charging time. The driver will choose fast charging mode, as cost is not a major consideration.

min
NCS∑
j=1

(
Timetravel,i,j + Timewait,i,j + Timech,i,j

) · βij ∀i ∈ 
1 (35)

2) Scenario 2: A private car to go shopping or dining. In this scenario, the driver will assign a
higher weight to the travel time to get to the shopping mall or dining restaurant faster. The driver will
choose the regular charging mode, since charging speed is not the main goal.

min
NCS∑
j=1

Timetravel,i,j · βij ∀i ∈ 
2 (36)
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3) Scenario 3: A private car without special travel plans. In this scenario, the driver will assign a
higher weight to the charging cost because the driver does not need to consider the time cost when no
special trip is planned. The driver will select the regular charging mode.

min
NCS∑
j=1

Costi,j · βij ∀i ∈ 
3 (37)

4) Scenario 4: A bus that minimizes charging time. In this scenario, the bus company has a
cooperation agreement with the CS to guarantee priority charging of the bus, so minimizing charging
time becomes the primary goal of the driver. The driver will select the fast charging mode.

min
NCS∑
j=1

(
Timetravel,i,j + Timech,i,j

) · βij ∀i ∈ 
4 (38)

5) Scenario 5: A bus that finish charging by swapping batteries. Different from Scenario 4, the
driver assigns a higher weight to the travel time to ensure that the CS is reached as soon as possible.
Different from Scenario 2, the battery swap time often takes only a few minutes.

min
NCS∑
j=1

Timetravel,i,j · βij ∀i ∈ 
5 (39)

Note that the five scenarios above cannot include all scenarios that an EV driver may encounter,
but they can be used as an example to provide a reference for a more comprehensive and in-depth
study to follow.

3.2.2 Queueing Theory and Waiting Time Estimation

Queuing theory first originated in the study of telephone communication queuing wiring, after
more than 100 years of development of its related theory has been more mature, its simplified model
is shown in Fig. 3.

Customers in 
the queue

Service 
Provider

Customers arrive 
randomly Customers leave

Queuing System

Figure 3: Simple queuing system model

In this paper, EVs are considered to determine the charging sequence based on the arrival
sequence, which provides the basis for using the M/M/S model in queuing theory. According to [35],
the waiting time can be evaluated in terms of two variables, i.e., the EV arrival rate λj,t and charge rate
μj,t, and these two types of data are easily available at the CS. In fact, the EV arrival rate and charge
rate can be given as Eqs. (40) and (41).

λj,t = Nj,t,arrive + Nj,t−1,arrive

2	t
(40)

μj,t = Nj,t,service + Nj,t−1,service

2	t
(41)
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According to [36], the EV arrival rate follows a Poisson distribution, while the charge rate satisfies
an exponential distribution. The probability that the kth arriving EV at time t can be charged in time
at CS j is

Pk,j,t =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
k!

(
λj,t

μj,t

)k

P0,j,t 0 ≤ k ≤ sj

1

sj

(
sj!

)k−s

(
λj,t

μj,t

)k

P0,j,t k > sj

(42)

where P0,j,t can be expressed as Eq. (43).

P0,j,t =
⎡
⎣

sj−1∑
k=0

1
k!

(
λj,t

μj,t

)k

+ 1
sj!

μj,t

μj,t − λj,t

(
λj,t

μj,t

)sj

⎤
⎦

−1

(43)

Based on Eqs. (42), (43), the average length of queue can be expressed as Eq. (44).

Lq,j,t =
∞∑

k=sj

(
k − sj

)
Pk,j,t =

(
λj,t

μj,t

)sj λj,t

sjμj,t

P0,j,t

sj!
(

1 − λj,t

sjμj,t

)2 (44)

The waiting time of EV at CS j is also given by Eq. (45).

Timewait,i,j = Lq,j,t

λj,t

(45)

3.2.3 Floyd-Warshall Algorithm and Travel Time Estimation

Shortest path is a fundamental problem in EV scheduling, and this paper uses the classical Floyd-
Warshall algorithm to seek the shortest path. The process can be simplified as shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Floyd-Warshall algorithm
1: Get initial distance matrix based on the information of TN
2: for i = 1:size of d
3: for j = 1:size of d
4: r(i, j) = j
5: end
6: end
7: for k = 1:size of d
8: for i = 1:size of d
9: for j = 1:size of d
10: if d(i, k) + d(k, j) < d(i, j)
11: d(i, j) = d(i, k) + d(k, j)
12: r(i, j) = r(i, k)
13: end
14: end
15: end
16: end
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Firstly, the distance matrix is initialized based on the information of TN. d(i, j) denotes the
distance between i and j. Secondly, we take the vertex k as the middle point to find the shortest path,
where r(i, j) is the routing table. After finding the shortest path between the starting point and the CS,
the travel time of the EV can be calculated by Eq. (46).

Timetravel,i,j = Di,j

vi,j,t

(46)

Note that vi,j,t represents the average speed of the EV between starting point i and CS j, which is
changing throughout the day due to differences in traffic flow. However, a reasonable prediction based
on historical traffic flow can be used to find the average vehicle speed vi,j,t over a 15-min step of the
simulation.

3.2.4 Charging Time Estimation

The charging time of EV is calculated by Eq. (47).

Timech,i,j =
(
SOCmax − SOCi,j,arrive

)
EEV

PchηEV
(47)

Note that Pch denotes the charging power, which in this paper corresponds to fast charging power
and regular charging power, respectively applied to different scenarios. Eq. (47) represents the time it
takes for the EV to start charging from the time it arrives at the charging station until it is fully charged.

3.2.5 Charging Cost Estimation

The charging cost of EV is calculated by Eq. (48).

Costi,j = Pregu/fast

∫ ti,j,arrive+Timewait,i,j+Timech,i,j

ti,j,arrive+Timewait,i,j

chprj,t dt (48)

Eq. (48) represents the cost of charging required for EV fast charging or general charging.

3.2.6 SOC Calculation and Charging Selection Constraint for EV

The SOC of the EV still decreases during the process from the starting point to the CS, and the
specific SOC calculation formula is shown in (49).

SOCi,j,arrive = SOCi,start − eDi,j/EEV (49)

In addition, drivers can only choose one of the CSs as their destination, so there is the constraint
as follows:

NCS∑
j=1

βi,j = 1 (50)

3.2.7 EV Scheduling Problem Construction

Based on the above model, EV scheduling can be constructed as the following optimization
problem:

min (35)||(36)||(37)||(38)||(39) (51)

s.t.(40) − (50) (52)
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Note that Eq. (51) implies that the most suitable one from Eqs. (35)–(39) is chosen as the
final objective function depending on the EV operation scenario, so that a mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) model is actually constructed for each scenario, which can be solved quickly
with the gurobi solver.

3.3 Intra-Day Real-Time Voltage Control
3.3.1 Normal Control Mode

In most studies, the power output of each control device is generally kept constant when the voltage
is in the safe range, but this does not guarantee optimal control and minimal network losses. Therefore,
in this paper, power fine-tuning is also performed for PV and ESS in normal control mode to achieve
better voltage control effect and smaller network loss.

min
∑
t∈T

⎛
⎜⎝CV

N∑
i=1

∣∣UUi,t − UUref

∣∣ + Closs

∑
ij∈�L

IIij,tRij

+CPV

∑
i∈PV

∣∣QPV
i,t

∣∣ + CESS,P

∑
i∈ESS

∣∣Pch
i,t + Pdis

i,t

∣∣ + CESS,Q

∑
i∈ESS

∣∣Qch
i,t + Qdis

i,t

∣∣

⎞
⎟⎠ (53)

s.t.(2) − (7), (11) − (14), (17) − (19), (30) − (31) (54)

Note that different from the day-ahead centralized optimization, the output power of PV and
ESS in the above real-time control is updated with a resolution of 1 min. The above problem is also a
MISOCP model and can be solved quickly using the gurobi solver.

3.3.2 Emergency Control Mode

Once the voltage at any node is outside the safe range, the system will switch to emergency control
mode. In addition to PV and ESS, EVs are also being introduced to participate in real-time voltage
control by coupling to the ADN through CSs. The voltage-power sensitivity is first defined in (55).⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
P
Q

]
=

[
JPθ JPV

JQθ JQV

]
•

[
θ

V

]

SVP = ∂V
∂P

= (
JPV − JPθJ−1

Qθ
JQV

)−1

SVQ = ∂V
∂Q

= (
JQV − JQθJ−1

Pθ
JPV

)−1

(55)

It is assumed that voltage violation occurs at node i, then the reactive power adjustment of PV at
node j is calculated as follows:

QPV
adj,j,t =

⎧⎨
⎩

(Vmin − Vm) /SVQ (i, j) Vm < Vmin

0 Vmin ≤ Vm ≤ Vmax

(Vmax − Vm) /SVQ (i, j) Vm > Vmax

(56)

and, the active power adjustment of ESS and CS at node j is calculated as follows:

PESS
adj,j,t/PCS

adj,j,t =
⎧⎨
⎩

(Vmin − Vm) /SVP (i, j) Vm < Vmin

0 Vmin ≤ Vm ≤ Vmax

(Vmax − Vm) /SVP (i, j) Vm > Vmax

(57)
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where Vm denotes the measured voltage at node i. Meanwhile, the power output of each device after
regulation can be calculated as follows:

QPV
j,t = QPV

j,t−1 + QPV
adj,j,t (58)

PESS
j,t = PESS

j,t−1 + PESS
adj,j,t. (59)

PCS
j,t = PCS

j,t−1 − PCS
adj,j,t. (60)

Note that the power adjustment value of the CS is achieved through the participation of EVs in
voltage control. In order to ensure that each EV completes the charging as quickly as possible, the
active power adjustment value of CS is reasonably allocated based on the fair voltage control mode in
this paper, which can be expressed as follows:

SOCEV
i,t

NEV∑
i=1

SOCEV
i,t

= PEV
adj,i,t

NEV∑
i=1

PEV
adj,i,t

= PEV
adj,i,t

PCS
adj,j,t

(61)

thus, the active adjustment of EV i can be expressed as,

PEV
adj,i,t = SOCEV

i,t

NEV∑
i=1

SOCEV
i,t

PCS
adj,j,t. (62)

In addition, EVs need to meet the following constraints:

PEV
i,t = PEV

i,t−1 − PEV
adj,i,t (63)

SOCEV
i,t = SOCEV

i,t−1 + PEV
i,t−1η

EV	t

EEV

(64)

SOCEV
min ≤ SOCEV

i,t ≤ SOCEV
max (65)

4 Case Study

In this section, case simulations are performed and the results are analyzed in order to verify
the performance of the proposed control model. Note that all mathematical models are written in
program format in MATLAB 2020a. Also, the YALMIP toolbox with Gurobi 9.1.2 is used to solve
the optimization problem.

4.1 Test System and Parameters Settings
As shown in Fig. 4, a 24-bus TN in Beijing coupled with a modified IEEE 33-bus ADN is

simulated to validate the strategy in this paper. The parameters, access locations and unit regulation
costs of the voltage regulation devices involved in this paper are listed in Table 1. Note that according
to [37], a higher adjustment cost is set to minimize the action due to the higher maintenance cost of
the OLTC mechanical action. The data of TN is shown in Table 2. Each CS is installed with 8 fast
charging posts and 12 normal charging posts. The parameters in EV scheduling are listed in Table 3.
In this paper five starting points are considered, located at nodes 7, 9, 11, 19 and 22. Note that the
average speed of EVs from the starting point to the CS is changing, which is related to the traffic flow
at each time period and can be statistically derived from historical data. The data of PV, load and CS
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load used in day-ahead centralized optimization are shown in Fig. 5. The data of PV and load in the
intra-day real-time voltage control are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 4: Topology diagram of the simulation system

Table 1: Parameters of devices

Devices Parameters Access locations Unit regulation cost ($)

OLTC ±10 × 1% 1 210
CB 4 × 100 kVar 18 0.22
PV1-4 400 kVA 11, 15, 17, 21 0.003
PV5-6 1 MVA 25, 30 0.003
ESS 250 kWh/100 kW 5, 33 0.016/0.001
P2H 400 kW 11, 15 2/0.2/6
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Table 2: Data of Beijing real transportation network

Starting point End point Distance (km) Starting point End point Distance (km)

1 2 5.9 11 12 5.0
1 8 5.1 11 19 7.0
2 3 10.5 12 13 4.4
2 4 6.6 12 20 4.8
2 9 3.2 13 20 2.2
3 6 4.8 14 15 6.2
4 5 5.0 15 16 2.8
4 11 2.6 15 18 6.6
5 6 3.4 16 17 3.4
5 11 3.0 16 21 2.6
6 7 6.2 17 18 3.0
6 12 5.8 19 20 8.2
7 13 4.6 19 22 5.8
8 9 6.8 19 23 5.2
8 14 5.4 20 24 4.6
9 10 3.2 21 22 3.8
9 15 7.2 22 23 5.6
10 11 5.8 23 24 2.8
10 18 5.4

Table 3: Parameters related to systems

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Ci,max 4 α 0.5
λCB

max 8 SOCEV
max/SOCEV

min 0.8
ηch

i /ηdis
i 0.9381 EEV (kWh) 30

SOCmin/SOCmax 0.2/0.9 ηEV 0.9
Zmax/Ymax 4 Pregu/Pfast(kW) 60/10
ηP2H 0.7 e(kWh/km) 0.15
L(MJ/kg) 119.64 Vmin/Vmax 0.95/1.05
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Figure 5: PV, CS and load variation curves in the day-ahead centralized optimization

Figure 6: PV and load variation curves in intra-day real-time control

4.2 The Simulation Results of Day-Ahead Centralized Optimization
After day-ahead centralized optimization, the voltage amplitude of each node of the simulation

system is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the proposed strategy can control the voltage within the
desired range despite the extreme cases of high PV output in the midday and high load in the evening.
Fig. 8 shows the change curve of the throwing position of OLTC and CB, it can be seen that OLTC
has no action throughout the day, while CB changes the throwing status from 2 to 3 at 16:00, which is
analyzed because the reactive load is larger at night.
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Figure 7: Voltage magnitude level after day-ahead optimization

Figure 8: Variation curve of OLTC and CB throwing position

As shown in Fig. 9, the P2H electrolysis power is 0 in the evening, while the electrolysis power is
gradually increased during the day when the PV output is high, so that a certain amount of PV power
can be dissipated. In Fig. 10, the PV reactive power curve is shown. It can be seen that each PV shows
a similar pattern of variation, where the power output is greater in the evening hours.
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Figure 9: Electrolytic power variation curve of P2H

Figure 10: Reactive power curve of PV

4.3 EV Scheduling Results
This subsection validates the EV scheduling model, and the related results are shown in Figs. 11–

13 and Table 4. Note that for the convenience of study and presentation, we only study the scheduling
decision of EVs at starting point 3, and the related results can be extended to the scheduling study of
EVs at all starting points.

Fig. 11 shows the scheduling results for the five scenarios, and it can be seen that they exhibit
significant differences. Specifically, Scenario 2 seeks only the shortest driving time, so the driver
chooses CS1 as the target CS. And the buses in Scenarios 4 and 5 have similar targets, so their
scheduling results are consistent with Scenario 2. However, the private car in Scenario 3 pursues the
minimum charging cost and does not consider the time factor, which leads to the obvious difference
between his scheduling results and those in other scenes. To further detail the effectiveness of the
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scheduling model, the relevant numerical results are presented in Table 4. It can be seen that Scenario 1
can achieve the smallest total time cost, but the charging cost is not the lowest. Note that the time
cost of Scenario 4 appears to be smaller, but this is because the bus company has a contract with the
charging station so that there is no waiting. The charging cost of the private car in Scenario 3 is the
smallest, but its various time costs are larger.
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Figure 13: Choice of CSs at different times for EVs in each scenario

Table 4: Numerical results for EV scheduling

Scenarios CS selection Travel time (h) Wait time (h) Charging time (h) Charging cost ($)

1 CS3 0.41 0.0008 0.3242 14.7820
2 CS1 0.37 0.2254 1.8283 12.0670
3 CS2 0.7 0.0028 2.2533 8.1120
4 CS1 0.37 0 0.3339 19.4323
5 CS1 0.37 0 0.05 –

To illustrate the effectiveness of the dynamic TOU tariff mechanism, relevant comparison results
are shown in Fig. 12. Without considering the dynamic TOU tariff mechanism (i.e., static tariff
mechanism), private cars in Scenario 3 will choose to charge in CS1 in order to minimize charging
cost. Such a large number of EV loads will bring more serious voltage problems to node 16 coupled
with CS1. Compared with node 16 coupled to CS1, node 19 coupled to CS2 has a higher voltage
amplitude and a cheaper tariff calculated based on the dynamic TOU tariff mechanism, so the EV
chooses CS2 as the charging destination, which helps prevent voltage crossing accidents.

To further validate the scheduling results of EVs for each scenario at different time periods, a bar
chart depicting the results of CS selection is plotted in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the EV of Scenario 3
always selects CS2 for charging in the four time periods, while the EV of Scenario 4 selects CS1. EV of
Scenario 1 selects CS1 at 13:30–13:45, while CS3 at other time periods, which is analyzed to be related
to changes in traffic flow and the number of cars waiting at the CS in relevant time periods. For the
EVs in Scenarios 2 and 5, they both pursue the shortest travel time and show a similar change pattern
in CS selection, i.e., they choose CS1 from 13:00–13:45 and choose CS3 from 13:45–14:00. Under the
condition that the shortest path distance between the starting point and each CS remains unchanged,
we analyzed that the reason for changing the selection of CS is that the change of average speed caused
by the change of traffic flow, which leads to a shorter time for the EV to go to CS3 from 13:45–14:00.
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4.4 Simulation Results of Real-Time Voltage Control
Three existing methods are compared to demonstrate the superiority of the method proposed in

this paper.

1) Method ∗1: Single-layer voltage control model. In this control model, only day-ahead central-
ized optimization is considered and voltage violations are mitigated using OLTC, CB, PV and ESS
optimal output power, etc., calculated based on 1-hour resolution. A related study can be found in
[38].

2) Method ∗2: Two-layer voltage control model. In this control model, day-ahead centralized
optimization and EV routing scheduling are performed to further reduce voltage deviations. A related
study can be found in [39].

3) Method ∗3: Three-layer voltage control model. In this control model, three layers of control
framework are included: day-ahead centralized optimization, EV route scheduling and intra-day real-
time control. However, different from this paper, its intra-day control only considers EV control
strategies to mitigate voltage deviations. A related study can be found in [40].

First of all, Fig. 14 gives the voltage magnitudes of all nodes over 60 min after control with the
method in this paper, and it can be seen that the proposed method can control the voltage in the range
of [0.95 1.05] although there is a significant decrease in PV active power from 13:35. In Fig. 15, it can
be seen that method ∗1 and method ∗2 do not cope well with the sudden and significant drop in PV
output power and produce large voltage deviations. Both method ∗3 and the method proposed in this
paper can control the voltage within the safe range without voltage violations, but method ∗3 has a
larger average voltage deviation. To compare the voltage control effects of the various methods more
specifically, the minimum voltage amplitude (MVA), voltage crossing time (VCT), average voltage
deviation (AVD) and network losses (NL) are listed in Table 5. It can be seen that the proposed
method has the smallest average voltage deviation and achieves the best voltage control effect. From
the network loss data in the last column, the loss of method ∗1 is the largest, and method ∗3 can achieve
the smallest network loss. The network loss of the proposed method is improved by 4.96% compared
to method ∗3, but the average voltage deviation can be reduced by 27.6%, which is considered to be
worthwhile.

Figure 14: Voltage at all buses at all times with proposed method
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Figure 15: Voltage curve of bus 18 after different methods of control

Table 5: Comparison of voltage control effect

Cases MVA (p.u.) VCT (min) AVD (p.u.) NL (kWh)

Method ∗1 0.9068 21 0.0394 184.7841
Method ∗2 0.9163 19 0.0331 152.5651
Method ∗3 0.9503 0 0.0323 131.7627
Proposed 0.9503 0 0.0234 138.2926

To further illustrate the effect of real-time control, CS2 is used as an example in this paper for
further analysis. Fig. 16 shows the relationship between the EV power adjustment value in CS2 and
the voltage of bus 18. It can be seen that in the normal voltage control mode, the EV is not involved in
voltage control to prioritize its charging process. In the emergency control mode, the EV also regulates
its charging power to prioritize the voltage violation problem. Specifically, from 13:39 to 13:51, when
the EV regulates its charging power, the voltage profile of bus 18 is the red line in the figure, and the
voltage deviation is significantly reduced and no voltage violation occurs compared to the blue line
(i.e., the EV does not participate in voltage control). Fig. 17 shows the results of the distribution of
power adjustment values within the CS based on the fair voltage control mode. Fig. 17a corresponds
to an EV with a small initial SOC, while Fig. 17b corresponds to an EV with a larger initial SOC. It can
be seen that the maximum power adjustment value in Fig. 17a is about 12 kW, while Fig. 17b is about
30 kW, which is more helpful to reduce the impact of participating voltage control auxiliary services
on EVs with smaller initial SOC and to achieve a balance between EVs with different initial SOC.
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Figure 16: Power adjustment of CS2 and voltage amplitude change of bus 18

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Active power and SOC curves of electric vehicles: (a) EVs with low SOC, (b) EVs with high
SOC

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a three-layer voltage control scheme considering multiple types of EVs, which
enables the coordination of voltage regulation devices with different action speeds and provides a
personalized solution for CS selection and route navigation for EV drivers. Three conclusions are
drawn by case simulation: 1) Considering multiple operation scenarios of multiple types of EVs, all
types of voltage regulation resources can be dispatched more rationally. 2) In EV scheduling, there are
differences in scheduling results for different time periods, and voltage scheduling solutions should be
developed taking into account the overall interests of the city and the individual interests of drivers. 3)
In real-time control, coordinated control of EV with other control equipment can reduce the average
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voltage deviation by 27.6% compared with EV control alone, although it will lead to a 4.96% increase
in network loss, but it is worthwhile.

Although the proposed scheme can mitigate voltage violations well, it is carried out under the
condition that data such as distribution network topology and line impedance are accurately obtained,
which may be limited in realistic concrete applications. The future research direction may be the study
of voltage control strategies under incomplete information, which tends to be solved based on artificial
intelligence methods such as deep reinforcement learning algorithms.
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